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«There’s intimacy in reading a publication. As you 
read a book, you run the author’s words through 
your mind. It’s a private moment between the reader 
and the author’s words, transfixed in time.»

How would you describe Furrawn Press, and its objectives?

Furrawn Press is a 1 woman operation run by me, Tetyana 
Herych. I see this as a feminist project that takes form of hand-
made artist publications that I co-create with talented artists 
of all genders. 

“Furrawn” comes from the title of a series of lectures by Anaïs 
Nin, can you explain us the choice of this reference?

Furrawn is a Gaelic word that means “the kind of talk that brings 
strangers to sudden intimacy.” There’s a story on Huffington Post 
by a writer who explains how Anaïs Nin stole the word from her. 
She wrote letters to Anaïs about an unpublished book that she 
has written titled The Furrawn. 
 
In similar vain, I became aware of the word Furrawn, and Anaïs 
Nin through a friend. Jessica Baldanza - who’s publication 
Books I Haven’t Gotten Around To Writing Yet I’ve published 
- recommended an Anaïs Nin book to me, to help me regain 
confidence in my art. 



 
We were sharing a studio at the time when I decided to start a press. 
One evening I was looking for a name I’d like for the press, and Jessica 
pulled out her sketchbook to look for interesting words that she 
might have come across, and opened up to a page that had the word 
«FURRAWN» written large in pencil crayon, along with the definition. 
We both instantly knew that it was the perfect word for this publishing 
project. It’s how I want my projects to function. There’s intimacy 
in reading a publication. As you read a book, you run the author’s 
words through your mind. It’s a private moment between the reader 
and the author’s words, transfixed in time. My process of producing 
publications also becomes an intimate collaboration with the artist.
 
Anaïs Nin actually couldn’t find anyone to publish her writing so she 
eventually bought her own press and started publishing her own 
books. I find that so inspiring, to just do want you want yourself. It’s 
pretty incredible that we have such a huge culture associated with 
that now, and that so many people are self publishing.
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«I think we live in a pretty incredible time where 
gender stereotypes are questioned and women 

are more comfortable with unapologetically taking 
up space, and men are more comfortable with 

expressing their emotions.»

What drives you to produce a new publishing project? What does 
interest you as a matter to discuss? 
 
Discovering beautiful, well designed publications and meeting 
dedicated hard working artists, designers and publishers always 
motivates me to make something that’s better than the last thing I 
made. 
 
Usually I get really excited by an artist or writer that I admire, and the 
inspiration just stems from there. I’m primarily interested in feminine 
perspectives. I think we live in a pretty incredible time where gender 
stereotypes are questioned and women are more comfortable with 
unapologetically taking up space, and men are more comfortable with 
expressing their emotions. I find that women tend to create more 
from experience, and let their emotions openly inform the content. 
And that kind of content usually becomes much more real, honest, 
and relatable.  

Can you explain our readers your own process of publishing? 

Every publication that I have published so far has had a different 
process. All of them have been quite organic and slow. Furrawn Press 
just turned 1 year this June, so I’m still figuring out the process!
 Furrawn Press experiments with conventional publishing practices, 
and I play most of the roles that are found within a publishing house. I 
kind of see it like running an art gallery sometimes. 

 



I either reach out to someone I want to work with, or they seek me 
out. We’ll then meet and I’ll advise them on what kind of material, 
binding and printing I think will work best. 

I built a relationship with each person as we work together to create 
something we are both equally happy with. I take the artist / author 
into consideration every step of the way, because they often have a 
clear idea of what how they want their work to be presented, and I 
want to help them execute it the best way we can.  I’ll then do some 
research on how to best produce the publication, experiment with 
materials, design it, and then I’ll either print it myself, or print through 
a shop, assemble it, bind it, promote it online and then finally throw a 
launch event for it. 
 
Of course all of these steps vary from project to project. Usually the 
artist I’m working with helps out in a few of the areas.

Ed. Fuurawn Press is currently working on a new publication entitled 
«z», an artist book that will be launched in excusivity at The Toronto Art 
Book Fair , July 5-8 2018!

If “intimacy” is the heart of your publishing process, what “message” 
do you want to convey through your different publications?

Each Furrawn publication is a personal and vulnerable reflection that 
each artist / author chose to share. I hope that our readers can relate 
to the content matter that we explore. 

Reading Anaïs Nin has encouraged me to be more open and to share 
my experiences. She said that if we look inwardly deep enough, we are 
all the same. I remember when I read Persepolis by Marjane Satrapi, 
I was completely blown away by it. Not that I came from the same 
country, or lived the same life, but the feelings associated with the 
story that she illustrated were so vivid and relatable. This is why I 
find personal memoirs and autobiographies fascinating. It’s that rich, 
unexplainable feeling you get when you look at something, or read 
something that instantly clicks with your desires. 



Is there a publication you would like to detail like “Farewell Manly 
Strength” or “z”?

Furrawn launched a book by Nicolas Field (who’s a really incredible 
musician and writer) titled Farewell Manly Strength: Masculinity and the 
Politics of Emotion, late last March. This book is the result of a year’s 
research that explores the relationship between post-truth politics 
and gender. They (Nicolas) look at “crisis masculinity”, and gaslighting 
as integral aspects of the dominating masculine culture. 

«Each Furrawn publication is a personal and 
vulnerable reflection that each artist / author chose 

to share.»

Farewell Manly Strength: Masculinity and the Politics of Emotion
Nicolas Field, 2018
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Our upcoming publication «z» celebrates the fetishism found 
within female sexuality, through a feminine gaze. The collection of 
photographs shot by Catherine P. portrays the intimate relationship 
shared between herself and z at home. She uses the natural power 
imbalance found in the relationship between photographer and 
subject to mirror the subversive power dynamic found within the 
sexual relationship she shares with z. The comfort of domesticity 
gives them the permission to explore desires that would otherwise 
be considered shameful and transgressive. This publication has been a 
work in progress for a year now, and we couldn’t be more excited to 
launch it at the Toronto Art Book Fair this year!!

z, Catherine P,  2018
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«Catherine P. portrays the intimate relationship 
shared between herself and z at home.»
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«The comfort of domesticity gives them the 
permission to explore desires that would otherwise 
be considered shameful and transgressive.»

z, Catherine P,  2018
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What are the main influences that make up your work and found your 
identity?  
 
People who inspire me are: My mom, Irma Boom, Tauba Auerbach, 
Johanna Maierski of Colorama, every person that I have worked with 
through Furrawn, Rupaul, and a million other people.  
 
My mom is a huge influence on how I work. I immigrated to Canada 
from Ukraine when I was 8 years old with my mother and sister. I grew 
up seeing my mother start completely over in a new country. She 
bought and operated a small business, although she had no formal 
training in that field. I think that mentality of just picking something 
up and doing it is engrained in me. She always saw Canada as a place 
where you can make a business from anything. 

I’m also really inspired by Irma Boom. She’s an incredible book designer 
that considers the book like a conceptual object, meaning that she 
takes the content into account and reflects it back into the design of 
the book. Her publications aren’t held back by traditional conventions, 
and I try to echo that idea in my work. 

Tauba Auerbach creates the most orgasmic conceptual art books that 
you can’t help but instantly slip in love with. 

And Johanna Maierski is a one woman show that runs a Risograph 
publishing house out of Berlin that publishes the most brilliant comics 
and works by artists. Her publications are consistently well made, 
thoughtful and vibrant. 

What is your general appreciation of the arts publications landscape?

I got into art books because I felt discouraged by how exclusive fine 
art can generally be. I used to paint, but then I fell in love with zine 
culture. You could make a bunch of copies, or variations, then trade 
them with all your friends, and other likeminded people that you meet 
at zine fairs. 



What are your expectations concerning Toronto Art Book Fair?

Typically, I feel pretty in tune with who’s publishing what in Toronto, 
but I’m expecting to discover a ton more interesting and unique artists 
/ designers / publishers. I’m also expecting my wallet to be drained.

What could be your own definition of “printed matter”? 

Anything that exists outside the screen! 
Printed Matter is a physical publication that has its own life, and is 
affected by all the elements of the real world. It expands and warps 
during humid summers and stiffens back up in the winter. It carries 
traces of previous owners through either personal notes that they 
might have scribbled in the margins, or unwanted stains. 

«Something that’s untraceable and not editable. It 
is the freezing of time and information, a moment 

of reflection.»

—

According to you what are the challenges and objectives for an 
independent publication nowadays?
 
The objective  is to get people to buy and read independent 
publications! Nobody expects to earn a lot of money solely through 
publishing art books, and so the financial side can be a big challenge. 
You’ve got to be smart about how you’re spending your money, and 
how you can make it back.

I’m trying to find a balance between making a unique edition of books, 
something that is laboriously handmade, aesthetically pleasant to 
interact with, and hard to recreate, but at the same time affordable 
and uneditioned because I want them to be accessible.



How would you describe the current publishing community in 
Toronto? Worldwide?

The publishing community in Toronto is rapidly growing, as it is 
worldwide. As new projects with fresh energy pop up, older ones die 
out. 

It’s a very supportive community, I’d say a large portion of consumers 
at art book fairs are exhibitors themselves. If you travel and go to 
other book fairs, you start to run into the same people, and build 
relationships with them. It’s so interesting to see people from other 
places in the world progress and make new things for you to see. As 
much as social media allows us to keep tabs on each other, there’s 
something so satisfying about meeting and seeing other like minded 
individuals who share the same passion for art books as you do in 
person. I feel like I sound really cheesy or fetishistic about art books, 
and I’m okay with that.  

What are your thoughts on TOABF 2018 theme of political activism 
and resistance? Can the magazines be used as a political medium 
to critique and subvert the established practice of traditional 
institutions today? If so, how?  

It’s so exciting that TOABF chose political activism and resistance as 
their primary theme this year! We talk more than ever about politics 
now, and I think it’s important to keep it going that way. Independent 
publishing practices are quickly becoming more popular, and we have 
the power to present and disseminate our ideas. 

—

«The objective  is to get people to buy and read 
independent publications!»



According to you, what is the future for the independent artistic 
print culture? The independent publishing community?
 
I think things are changing in the world, in the wake of Trump and 
the #MeToo movement, but at the same time Doug Ford just got 
elected to become the Premier of Ontario. Just because gay rights 
and feminism has come as far as it has today, doesn’t mean that we 
should slow down. Progress is constant maintenance, and the future 
of Furrawn Press is to push the feminist and queer agenda. I want to 
make a difference through taking up space and promoting identities 
that are so important to me and my community. 
 
I also want to look to more environmentally sustainable solutions 
for making publications, and I hope that everyone takes this into 
consideration right now, and in the future as well. We’ve got to find 
ways to create the least amount of waste, and recycle as much as 
possible.  

«I want to make a difference through taking up space 
and promoting identities that are so important to 

me and my community.»

--
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